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Gap distance affects the behavior and precision of movement of flying snakes
INTRODUCTION

Gaps in arboreal environments create a challenge for the 
locomotion of all animals, but many arboreal snakes 
readily cross gaps using a cantilevering behavior [1,2]. 
However, buckling torques can limit cantilevering ability 
[1,2]. Flying snakes may be able to circumvent this 
limitation by using dynamic behaviors [3,4]. 
How do snakes use dynamic behaviors to augment 
gap-crossing ability, and does the use of these 
behaviors lead to performance trade-offs? 

We hypothesized that snakes would exhibit 
increasingly dynamic behaviors as gap size increases, 
leading to trade-offs with precision of movement.
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METHODS 
\

We manipulated gap distance to test how it affected 
the performance and behavior of flying snakes 
(Chrysopelea paradisi, n= 4). Snakes were recorded 
crossing a gap between the origin and target 
(simulating branches).  Gap size was varied in 5% SVL 
increments, from 35% SVL to 120% SVL.  3D position 
was determined using 10 IR-reflective markers placed 
along the snake’s body, recorded at 100-150 Hz with a 
motion capture system (Vicon).  Position data were 
filtered with a Kalman filter. 

Flying snakes use a variety of gap-crossing behaviors, 
cantilevering across small gaps and jumping across large gaps

Do biomechanical factors help explain the use of different 
behaviors as gap size increases?
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Increases in landing speed lead to minor changes in average crossing speed

Head speed at landing (m/s)
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p = 0.03
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R2 = 0.05

Distance to branch surface, cm
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Jumps: m = 3.4, s.d. = 1.7

Non-jumps: m = 1.7, s.d. = 0.8 Wilcoxon test
p < 0.0001

Jumping behaviors also exhibited more 
variation in head position.  
These differences may indicate lower 
precision in landing, and lead to 
increased recovery time after landing.
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The head was farther from the branch at landing for jumping behaviors

Despite high landing 
speeds, looped behaviors 
often have a long 
preparatory period, 
increasing the total 
crossing time. 
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What are the resulting performance consequences?

Increased landing speeds lead to greater variability, 
but do not correspond to greater average speeds.

Torque is not the sole cue for behavioral transitions; 
vision likely plays a role, as well.

We calculated the torque experienced by the snake at the transition frame

The transition frame is when the 
snake is maximally extended 
before initiating the dynamic 
portion of its crossing behavior. 
We calculated the torque 
experienced by the snake in that 
frame by fitting a cubic spline to 
the snake’s markers and 
overlaying a mass distribution 
(based on anatomical sectioning).
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Does torque cue transitions to dynamic behaviors?

Snakes do not transition at a set distance from the target, and exhibit head wagging

(Above) Furthermore, some snakes exhibited left-right 
head oscillations (”head wagging”), which may be used 
for motion parallax. Together, these results suggest 
that snakes may assess gap size using vision. 
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(Left) For any behavior, snakes did not transition at a 
constant distance to the target, and they transitioned 
at different positions for different behaviors.
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Gap size, % SVL

Lunge (n = 20):
Theil-Sen estimator: 0.80
95% CI (0.42, 1.12)

U Loop (n = 18):
Theil-Sen estimator: 0.76
95% CI (0.17, 1.21)

J Loop (n = 22):
Theil-Sen estimator: 0.82
95% CI (0.62, 1.01)

τ-crit
Hits target before
reaching transition
torque

Hypothesised “torque only” transition pattern
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n = 100

Snakes using dynamic behaviors transition at the lowest torques

Under a torque-only hypothesis, snakes would experience increasing torques for gaps 
where they hit the target before reaching τ-crit, and then transition at a consistent 
τ-crit for larger gaps.

Flying snakes make deeper loops and experience 
faster landing speeds as behavior changes

Landing speed increases with loop depth
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Loop depth, % SVL
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As loop depth increases, the 
snakes have a greater period 
of time to accelerate, leading 
to higher landing speeds. 
Correspondingly, the snakes 
likely recruit more trunk 
musculature during the jump.

Loop depth and arc height change with behavior and gap size
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Jumping behaviors only (n = 39):

Jumping behaviors only (n = 39):

n = 91
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The speed of the head at landing varies with crossing behavior
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ANOVA: p <0.0001
Categories that don’t share a letter have signi�cantly di�erent means (Tukey HSD, α <0.05)
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De�nitions of loop depth and arc height, 
showing their relationship for two behaviors. 
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Flying snakes use dynamic behaviors to cross large gaps, helping to overcome a torque limitation inherent in 
cantilevered crossings. However, jumps result in landings with higher speeds and more variable head 
positions, without large gains in crossing speed. These trade-o�s may help explain why snakes reserve 
dynamic behaviors for the largest gaps—a strategy that likely also reduces the risk of falling.
1: Hoefer & Jayne (2013), J. of Exp. Zool, 319(3), 124-137. 2: Lillywhite et al. (2000), J. Herpetol., 523-528. 3: Socha (2006), JEB, 209(17), 3358-3369. 4: Jayne & Riley (2007), JEB, 210(7), 1148-1160.
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